A hybrid, semigrand ensemble is applied to the simulation of mixtures of very many components. The independent variables are temperature, density, and the distribution of activity ratios. The system samples different compositions, with particles changing species identities during the simulation. Thus, the method is particularly well suited for applications to polydisperse mixtures. Results are presented for the simulation of mixtures of Lennard-Jones particles continuously varying in size and energy parameters. Four system sizes are used: 108, 216, 343, and 512 particles. The effect of degree of polydispersity is investigated by varying the width of the imposed distribution of activity ratios, which is Gaussian. It is found that very large systems are needed to describe wide distributions, due to the presence of ever-larger particles. A limit on sizes eventually arises from the competition of energetic and entropic effects. Methods for determining phase equilibrium for these mixtures are also discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The thermodynamic modeling of multicomponent mixtures is a challenging task. The description of a mixture requires enumeration of all species and specification of the amounts present. As the number of components increases, more independent variables are required to describe the mixture, each of which can have a significant influence on the properties of the system. Beyond just a few components, any systematic study of a mixture, either by theory or by experiment, becomes intractable. Many approximate methods have been developed to deal with such systems. For example, if one component is present in great abundance, solute-solute interactions may be neglected, and each solute may be treated independently. Another approach, the "pseudocomponent" technique, can be applied if chemically similar species are present. Here, several species are lumped together as one component, which is treated as a single entity for thermodynamic calculations. This effectively reduces the number of the components in the mixture toyery few, usually five to ten.
The opposite approach is the polydisperse-mixture, or continuous-mixture, formalism. Within this view, the multicomponent solution is treated as a fluid with a continuum of species, and hence containing an infinite number of components. In the continuum simplification, mole fractions of all the species of the mixture are replaced by a single distribution function which describes the composition of the system. Often it is necessary to fix only the first few moments of this composition function. The continuous-mixture formalism is appealing because it preserves the essence of a multicomponent mixture while greatly reducing the number of independent variables required to describe it. A further approximation can be made if the species of the mixture span a narrow range ofidentities. The properties of the mixture can then be expressed as a perturbation of the properties of one of its most abundant components. This narrow-cut polydisperse fluid is sometimes termed "nearly monodisperse. " The treatment of continuous mixtures has been approached from several points of view. The original statement of the problem was due to DeDonder,1 who considered not only the case of a mixture with an infinite number of components, but also of phases and of chemical reactions. Aris and Gavalas 2 laid down a rigorous foundation through the use of functional analysis. This variational formalism, independently stated by Salacuse and Stell, 3 provides a simple definition of the partial properties in a polydisperse mixture as functional derivatives of the correspondjng extensive quantities. The framework for solving phase eqUilibrium problems in continuous mixtures has been outlined by Gualtieri et al., 4 Salacuse and Stell/ Salacuse,5 and again by Riitzsch and Kehlen. 6 , 7 Many researchers have used polydispersity in the description of polymers and colloidal mixtures. 8 Briano and Glandt 9 • lo have developed a molecular theory for narrow continuous distributions. Cotterman and Prausnitz ll and Cotterman et al. 12 have used continuous thermodynamics in the solution of flash calculations and other important problems in a chemical process design by suitably modifying an established equation of state. This equation-of-state approach has also been employed by Hendriks, 13 who considered continuous mixtures which can be grouped into families, and by Willman and Teja,14 who describe mixture compositions with a multivariate distribution function.
A systematic analysis of these molecular and thermodynamic theories requires well-characterized experimental data, a need that has been traditionally met by computer simulations. However, the few simulation results which have been obtained 15.16 show that standard techniques are not well suited to describe continuous mixtures, especially as their polydispersity increases. Here we present a semigrand ensemble method which is most appropriate for the simulation of polydisperse mixtures. In Sec. II we describe this semigrand ensemble. In Sec. III we discuss how nearly monodisperse fluids are described within this formalism. Section IV contains the details of the simulation method. In Sec. V we present our results and discuss their relevance to phase equilibrium calculations.
II. SIMULATION OF A POL YDISPERSE FLUID
The components of a polydisperse mixture are designated by the values of an identity variable lor, more realistically, of the elements of an identity vector I. In the study of liquid fuels, e.g., two elements are used, usually the boiling temperature and the liquid density. These are distributed according to a multivariable density functlOn p (I). The study of such mixtures can be simplified considerably9 if the variables in I are not independent but strongly correlated. In that case, only one independent variable remains, and p (I) reduces to p (I) .
A. Standard ensembles
The simplest approximation to a continuous mixture is based on the N -T -V -P (/) or canonical ensemble. A representative collection of particles can be created by randomly sampling their individual properties (their diameters, for example) from any proposed distribution, p(l). These particles are then packed at the appropriate density and lowed to move about according to the standard Metropohs algorithm, 17 while averages are kept of their and structural properties. However, because of the small Slze of the system, this quenched composition distribution does not represent a true polydisperse mixture, much in the same way that a single "typical" configuration of particles in space cannot be said to truly represent the configurational average. The practical consequence is that the results for different samples (although created from the same distribution) .are measurably different, and that several samples must be Slmulated in order to average out such discrepancies. This is especially evident at large polydispersities. 16 Moreover, cause of the difficulty of determining the chemical potentlals of so many species,18 a canonical ensemble simulation is not practical in the study of phase equilibrium.
A simulation in the grand canonical ensemble represents a more convenient approach. In this case, particles of various sizes are systematically added and removed as well as moved about. The acceptance or rejection of any proposed change depends on the values of the configurational energy and of the sum over particles (/i ). The simulation is carried out for an imposed distribution of chemical potentials f.t (I) , and yields as a result the composition p (I) of the mixture. Since the composition is not fixed in one particular realization, this method simulates a truly continuous system. An added apparent advantage of using the grand ensemble is that, since f.t (I) is imposed beforehand and p (I) is easily tabulated, all thermodynamic properties of interest are readily found from the simulation with little added computational effort. However, at high (liquid) densities most random attempts to insert a particle are rejected, and the convergence of the simulation becomes poor.
B. Semlgrand ensemble
There exists an alternative, hybrid representation-the semigrand canonical ensemble-which is the natural ensemble for the simulation of a continuous mixture, and which avoids some of the inadequacies of the canonical and grand canonical approaches. The semigrand canonical free energy Yis defined 10 by a Legendre transform of the Helmholtz free energy A. In the polydisperse limit,
(2)
In the above, f.t (10) is the chemical potential of an arbitrarily chosen reference component. As customary, As a hybrid of the canonical and grand-canonical ensembles, this representation shares many of their drawbacks and advantages. Within it, a truly polydisperse fluid can be simulated with a fixed number of particles. However, the exact composition distribution can only be known after the simulation has been performed. A chemical potential, f.t (10) , must still be computed but, once it is determined, the infinity of other chemical potentials are immediately known. This combination of features makes the method particularly useful in applications to phase equilibrium. For a given temperature and distribution of chemical potential differences, one need only match the values of the pressure and the chemical potential of the reference species in both phases. This is a far simpler task than the matching of an entire distribution, f.t(/). Usually, the vapor phase is well described by an equation of state, so that f.t (10) is readily determined. Further simplification may be achieved if the equation of state can be written as a function of the moments of p (I) , rather than a functional of p (I) itself.
III. NEARLY MONODISPERSE FLUIDS
We are interested in determining how fluid properties are affected by increasing degrees of polydispersity. Although the composition distribution cannot be imposed directly, it can be expected that its form will be much like of the imposed activity distribution. We choose the followmg quadratic form for the chemical potential function:
which gives rise to a Gaussian activity distribution that peaks atl = 1 0 ; the width of the distribution is determined by the parameter v. In the monodisperse limit, as v -+ 0, the pure 10 fluid is recovered. For a nearly monodisperse fluid, with a reduced polydispersity v* = slightly greater than zero, the mixture will be ideal and the composition distribution will be Gaussian. Its peak, the most abundant compo-nent, will also be at 1 = 1 0 , For larger values of v* the solution will no longer be ideal and p (1) will peak near, but not necessarily at, 1 = 1 0 , The shift in the location of the peak is determined by the energetic interactions of the particles. An important question is how large v* can become before the fluid can no longer be considered "nearly monodisperse."
The fundamental equation for these fluids results from introducing the chemical potential function defined in Eq. (3) into Eq. (2):
where m l and m 2 are the first and second moments of the composition about 1 0 , The nth such moment is defined as
The first two moments are the thermodynamic conjugates of the parameters 10 and v. In the second paper of this series 19 we show that the leading term in an expansion of m 2 in powers of the parameter v is of order v. Thus Eq. (4) shows that the leading term in the free energy Y is of order In v. It is therefore appropriate to explore values of v over an exponential range to probe the complete behavior of the fluid as the composition distribution widens. Also, using stability arguments it can be shown that m 2 , the width of the composition distribution, must be a nondecreasing function of v, the width of the activity distribution.
An integration of Eq. (4) at constant temperature and density provides a method for computing differences in the free energy Y, and hence inp,(1o), from a series ofsimulations at different values of v. The required integration constant is the chemical potential p,o of a reference fluid, the pure 10 fluid. The chemical potential of any component in the mixture may then be found directly from Eq. (3).
IV. SIMULATION METHOD
We report here on our simulations of mixtures characterized by the intermolecular potential
where r ij is the distance between particles i and j, and u ij and Eij are their binary collision diameter and energy parameter, respectively. These unlike-interaction parameters are determined from the like-interaction parameters U ii and Eii according to the Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules
As stated above, the characterization of real fluids requires a minimum of two, and possibly three, simultaneously distributed parameters. 4 ,20 Real multivariate distributions fall between the extreme cases of completely independent and fully correlated distributions. 9 Both U ii and Eii are distributed parameters in the simulations reported here, although the distributions are fully correlated. To preserve a corresponding states generality of our results,21 we chose the functional form (9) where Et = E;;!Eo and at = u;;!u o . U o and Eo are the values for an arbitrarily chosen member of the family, the reference component (10)' The parameter n = 1.272 was selected to fit the E-U dependence of n-paraffins. 15 Equation (3) is now written in dimensionless form:
where p,* = p,IEo, v* u* = u;;!u o , T* = kBT lEo, (10) and Four series of simulations were performed, with 108, 216,343, and 512 particles. In every set, T* andp* ( = pifo) were equal to 1.0 and 0.819, respectively, while v* was varied from zero to infinity. The number of configurations in each simulation ranged from 0.5 to 2x 10 6 , beyond the 15000--50 000 initial configurations not included in the averages. For each Monte Carlo step a particle selected at random was moved randomly in each coordinate direction. Simultaneously, its diameter u was increased or decreased randomly.
The ratio R of the quantity exp{ -p:;l:jut -l:;p,*(u;") ]IT*} for the new and the old configurations was then determined from Eqs. (6) and ( 10). The new configuration was accepted with probability R. The step and growth sizes were adjusted independently during the initial equilibration to achieve a 30% acceptance rate, and were adjusted together afterwards. The simulations of 108 particles were performed on a V AX 11/750 and the larger simulations were done on a CDC Cyber 205. The computer time required for each system size is presented in Table  I .
A. Finite size effects
The simulations were carried out using a cubic volume with sides oflength d lu o = (N Ip*) 1/3 and periodic boundary conditions. Small system sizes give rise to finite-size effects which are well documented. 22 However, in a semigrand simulation there are additional finite-size effects which deserve further elaboration. For the 108-, 216-, and 343-particle simulations, we employed the standard minimum-image distance convention,22 with truncation of the interparticle potential at half the edge length of the cube,r c = d /2. The contributions to the thermodynamic properties from the region r> rc are 
The distribution g (r;u I'U 2) for r > r e and for all species pairs in the distribution was estimated asp(u l ) p(u 2 ) g(r), where g(r) is the species-averaged radial distribution function. A method due to Theodorou and Suter 23 allowed tabulation of g(r) past the truncation radius directly from the simulation, potentially to a distance of y'3 re' However, since the estimate of g(r) becomes progressively poorer as r is increased past r e , it was recorded only to r = y'2r e , and was set to unity beyond this point. The method of Theodorou and Suter was modified to also increase the range of the intermolecular potential itself to d /y'2, and was then applied in the 512-particle simulations in the following manner. Interactions of particles separated within a distance of d /2 were treated normally, while pairs further apart than d /y'2 did not interact. For pairs with separations between these values, the Lennard-Jones potential was multiplied 23 ,24 by the factor 2r/(3d -4;). Final adjustment for r > d /y'2 was performed after the slmulation by applying Eqs. (11) and (12), assuming no pair correlations. We note that this direct method is more accurate than using Eqs. (11) and (12) withg(r;u l ,u 2 ) tabulated for all pairs of diameters. When using the latter, significant interactions could easily be overlooked. For instance, in the 108-particle simulations, interactions past a distance of 2.5uo would be neglected. Thus, two particles of diameter 20': at a separation of 3u o , deeply within each other's potential wells, would experience no interaction. For wide distributions, where many such large particles are present, this would clearly lead to erroneous results.
B. Reference chemical potential
The imposed distribution of chemical potentials is given by Eq. (10). The only unknown quantity in this is f-L * (u* = 1), which must be determined from the Slmulatlon by one of several possible techniques. 25 Two methods were used here: Widom's particle-insertion technique,26 appropriately modified for this ensemble, and the of Eq. (4) over v, from a series of simulations for varymg degrees of polydispersity.
The insertion technique 26 is the most direct approach. In the canonical representation, it is based upon the expression
where the residual chemical potential is (14) and q(u) represents the translational and internal contributions to the partition function. The brackets ( ... ) e in Eq.
( 13) denote a canonical ensemble average of the quantity therein. rP is the total potential energy felt by an "invisible" test particle, the presence of which has no effect on the other particles in the simulation; rP depends on the species identity of the test particle.
The semigrand ensemble analog ofEq. ( 13) is derived in the Appendix. The result is
and, for a Gaussian activity distribution, 
where the subscript 1 denotes a reference state, of polydispersity vr. In this way, it is possible the chemical potentials for two different dlstnbutlOns. Combming this result with Eq. (1) yields
where PI denotes the pressure in the reference state. Ideally, the reference state would be chosen to be a pure fluid (vt = 0). However, the integral in Eq. (18) is singular in this limit. This is expected, since the chemical potentials of a pure component and of the same component in a polydisperse mixture differ by an infinite amount. 3 Residual chemical potentials, on the other hand, are comparable.
9 Accordingly, Eq. (18) can be written in terms ofJ.L" using Eq. (14), 
C. Composition distribution
The mixture composition was evaluated during the simulations as a histogram of particle diameters. Of particular interest are the first two moments of the distribution about the reference component, as defined by Eq. (5), and the third moment about the origin, S3' which is defined by S3 = L>O (21) and is simply related to the packing fraction by (1T/6)p*S3' The moments reported here are themselves simulation averages, and are more accurate than those obtainable by numerical integration of the tabulated average distribution. density PcTa = 0.819. Figures 2 to 4 plot the averages ofthe first three moments of the distributions against In v* for four different system sizes: 108,216,343, and 512 particles. It is evident that the 108-particle simulations yield accurate results only for v* less than about 0.01. Beyond this, the smallest system shows a discrepancy with the larger-system results, especially in the third-moment and composition plots. Similarly, the 216-particle and the 343-particle results diverge from those of512 particles at about v* = 0.1. Thus it is safe to assume that the simulations with 512 particles represent the properties of a macroscopic system only for distribu- tionsofpolydispersityv* <0.1. Forvaluesofv* greater than 1.0, the 512-particle results show some dependence on the initial configuration, which accounts for the dispersion of the data. This nonergodic behavior might be related to the onset of a phase transition. This possibility is further discussed below. The small-system effects, which become more important as v* increases, are likely a result of the presence of a few large particles within the wider distributions, and can be eliminated either by truncating the activity distribution or by simulating a sufficiently large system. In this regard, it is interesting to consider a macroscopic system of very large polydispersity, i.e., ofv* ..... 00. In this case, the activity distribution is flat and does not impose any constraints on the size of the particles. Although it is conceivable that particles of macroscopic size could occur, their presence is entropically unfavorable. For the imposed number density, as one particle becomes larger many other particles must shrink to accommodate it. This causes the composition distribution to become skewed, a "crowding" effect that can be seen in the plots in Fig. 1 . The skewing ofthe distribution, away from a flat profile, carries an entropy cost. In a single-phase system, one can therefore anticipate a natural limit on the particle diameters, sizes above which make a statistically insignificant contribution to the system properties.
v. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Composition
The dimensionless first moment mT = m]1 u o , plotted in Fig. 2 , represents the mean size of the particles. The figure shows that the particles initially grow slightly, on the average, as they are allowed to adopt other diameters. The choice of whether to grow or shrink (as the size constraint is relaxed) is governed mainly by energetic considerations. The particles initially grow because E increases with u. Thus as they become larger their wells also become deeper, which is of course energetically favorable. If this dependence of Eon u were not present, or if the fluid were so dense that most particles were experiencing repUlsive interactions, then the initial tendency of the system would be instead toward smaller diameters. As the size constraint is further relaxed by increasing v*, mT decreases abruptly. This is the onset of the crowding effect described above. Since the larger systems can accommodate larger particles, their compositions are more skewed toward smaller sizes and they display a bigger drop in mT. The reduced third moment about the origin, st = s31 C?O, is plotted in Fig. 4 . It is seen that the volume fraction of the system, which is proportional to st, increases considerably-by almost 25%-as the polydispersity is increased.
The initial behavior of st as v* increases is again strongly influenced by the size dependence of the energy parameters. If this were not the case, the volume fraction would (at these state conditions) initially decrease as the composition widens. For sufficiently wide distributions, st will always rise as the particles adjust their sizes to optimally pack the volume.
B. Radial distribution function
Some of the size-averaged radial distribution functions tabulated during the simulations are displayed in Fig. 5 . It is evident that spatial correlations decay much more quickly as the composition widens. This is due to the presence of particles of varying size and, thus of a continuous range of collision diameters. Also, the presence of small particles between a pair oflarger particles reduces the importance of their collision diameter in determining their spacing. Thus for large values of v* the sized-averaged correlation function g(r) is flat for all but the smallest separations. The radial distribution functions are presented here for illustrative purposes only, since they have been integrated over particle diameters. The computation of thermodynamic properties of a mixture obeying pairwise additive potentials requires the correlation function gaP (r) for each pair of species in the mixture. However, an accurate tabulation of this function for a polydisperse fluid is very time consuming. The composition dependence of the gaP (r) is crucial for small separations but less important at larger distances, which is why it is possible to use the present tabulations of g(r) for computing tail corrections. An alternative way of averaging the correlations would be to collect g(r*) where r* = rlu l 2 is the particle separation reduced by the collision diameter. Although this function cannot be used in a rigorous way, it is important in some theories of solutions as, e.g., the van der Waals mixture theories.
c. Thermodynamic properties
The internal energy and compressibility factor are plotted against polydispersity v* in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively, and are also shown in Table II . For this thermodynamic state, the internal energy initially drops as particles of larger sizes and well depths are present. As v* increases, the relatively larger number of smaller particles tends to balance this decrease; eventually, the two effects cancel. Further increases in v* cause no change in the fluid composition or in the thermodynamic properties. It is apparent in these figures how the finite system size can lead to large errors as the distribution widens.
The 512-particle simulation results for J.l r (u* = I), the residual chemical potential of the reference component, are plotted in Fig. 8 . This quantity was determined by the two techniques discussed above: Widom's insertion method and the integration shown in Eq. (20). The agreement between the two methods is only qualitative, and the difference is probably due to the well-known convergence problems associated with the insertion method at high densities. To illustrate how phase equilibrium might be evaluated using these results, we plot in Fig. 9 v* = 10. If the pressures were low, and the ideal gas were an accurate description of the vapor, it would be concluded that a liquid-vapor phase transition occurs within this region. However, the pressures in these simulations are very high. Virial corrections, which are easy to introduce at moderate pressures, were found to be inconvenient in this case because many orders would have to be included. However, the dispersion in the simulations averages (for different initial configurations) and the apparent decrease in the second moment for high polydispersities also suggest the occurrence of a phase transition.
In conclusion, we have presented a novel technique for simulating polydisperse fluids and applied it to mixtures of Lennard-Jones particles with Gaussian activity distributions. The technique can be used to evaluate phase transitions in these mixtures, a task not possible using most other simulation methods. Some newly developed canonical algorithms 28 avoid the need to determine chemical potentials, and would therefore be applicable. However, the sampling error associated with samples of fixed composition would still be present. Although the present method was conceived for the purpose of simulating polydisperse mixtures, it is quite general and can be used to simulate any type of mixture, discrete, continuous, or hybrid. Phase equilibrium in binary mixtures, e.g., can be conveniently determined within the semigrand ensemble. Using standard, canonical techniques, one must search over composition space, performing difficult evaluations of chemical potentials, until equilibrium is found. With this ensemble, the search is over activity space. Chemical potentials are easily evaluated because all but one are imposed, and the unknown value can be determined by integrating the easily computed composition along the path of the search. 
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APPENDIX: POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTION THEOREM IN THE SEMIGRAND ENSEMBLE
This derivation is similar to that given by Shing and Chung 27 for the potential distribution theorem in the isothermal-isobaric ensemble.
Here < ... ) s indicates a semigrand average over the T, V, N, {fl (l) -f.l (lo)} system and 1f;(l) is the potential energy of a particle of component I inserted at random in the system. Equation (15) follows directly from Eqs. (14) and (AS).
